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 Interruptible Capacity (Pilot) 
 When your agents handle both time-sensitive and long-running work, Omni-Channel can route 
 time-critical work items so that customers receive faster response times. You can define less pressing 
 work items as interruptible so that Omni-Channel can route more urgent work to agents right away. 

 REQUIRED EDITIONS 

 Available in: Lightning Experience 

 Available in: Professional, Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, and Developer Editions 

 Today, when Omni-Channel routes work, it considers whether an agent has available capacity. It also 
 considers the size of the work item that’s routed. Now you can define both  primary  and  interruptible 
 capacities—how much uninterruptible and interruptible work, respectively, that each agent can 
 handle at a time. Omni-Channel routing then looks at whether a work item is interruptible and its 
 size, and then checks for agents whose available capacities meet the rules. 

 Example:  An agent who’s busy with less pressing work,  such as cases, can receive a work item 
 that requires immediate attention, such as a voice call. Suppose agents can handle one call and 
 four cases at a time. Assuming each work item is one unit of capacity, set the primary and 
 interruptible capacities as one and four work items, respectively. Configure service channels so 
 that calls are uninterruptible and cases are interruptible. If Omni-Channel assigns four cases to 
 an agent, that agent is at full capacity for interruptible work and isn’t offered another case. But 
 when a call comes in, Omni-Channel sees that the agent still has available primary capacity and 
 assigns the call. Previously, Omni-Channel considered that agent as unavailable and looked for 
 another agent for the call. 

 How Does Capacity Impact Routing Decisions? 

 Here’s a summary of Omni-Channel routing rules with respect to primary and interruptible capacity. 
 When making routing decisions, Omni-Channel considers the nature of the work item and its size. 

 When the Work Item Is…  Omni-Channel Follows These Rules 

 Uninterruptible  Omni-Channel assigns an uninterruptible work item if the agent has 
 available primary capacity. When routing uninterruptible work, 
 Omni-Channel doesn’t consider interruptible work that’s assigned to the 
 agent. 

 Interruptible  When routing interruptible work, Omni-Channel considers only those 
 agents who have  both  sufficient primary and interruptible  capacity. This 
 way, if an agent is busy with uninterruptible work such as a phone call, 
 Omni-Channel doesn’t assign interruptible work that the agent can’t get to. 
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 Let’s look at these rules in action. For the following scenarios, assume that agents can handle up to 
 five leads and five cases at a time, so primary and interruptible capacities are set to five relative work 
 units. Each lead or case consumes one unit of work. In the respective service channels, we set leads 
 as uninterruptible and cases as interruptible. 

 ●  Agent Maria is 100% available for uninterruptible and interruptible work. When 
 Omni-Channel receives an uninterruptible lead, it checks that Maria has available primary 
 capacity. She does, so Omni-Channel assigns her the lead. 

 ●  Agent Erika is working on five cases, so she has no available interruptible capacity. She’s 
 100% available, though, for uninterruptible leads. When Omni-Channel receives a lead, it 
 sees that Erika has available primary capacity and assigns the lead. 

 ●  Agent Lucas is working on five leads, so he has no available primary capacity. He has no 
 cases, so he’s 100% available for interruptible work. When Omni-Channel receives a case, it 
 checks if Lucas has  both  enough primary and interruptible  capacity for the work item. 
 Because Lucas has no primary capacity, Omni-Channel looks for another agent who has 
 capacity of both types available. 

 ●  Agent Ben has four leads and no cases. He has one work unit of primary capacity available 
 and five work units of interruptible capacity available. When Omni-Channel receives a case 
 that requires one work unit (1), it checks if Ben has that much available capacity in  both  the 
 primary and interruptible capacity pools. He does, so Omni-Channel assigns him the case. 
 Now Ben has four leads and one case, which means that he has one unit of primary capacity 
 and four units of interruptible capacity available. If Omni-Channel gets a case that requires 
 two work units (2), it sees that Ben doesn’t have sufficient primary capacity: he has only one 
 work unit of primary capacity available. Omni-Channel looks for a different agent who has 
 two units of  both  capacity types available. 

 In (1), Omni-Channel sees sufficient capacity of both types and routes the case. In (2), the 
 case isn’t routed to this agent. 
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 Prepare for Routing with Primary and Interruptible Capacity 

 1.  In Setup under Presence Configurations, define primary and interruptible capacity. These 
 values represent the maximum amount of uninterruptible and interruptible work that an 
 agent can handle at a time. You can specify available capacity using relative work unit values 
 or a percentage. 

 A value is required for primary capacity in the Capacity field. If you define only primary 
 capacity, interruptible capacity is set to the same value by default. 

 2.  Configure work items as interruptible or uninterruptible. 

 Note:  Voice Call and LiveChatTranscript records are uninterruptible and always use primary 
 capacity. 

 A field on the work item—the Is Interruptible field on a Pending Service Routing or Agent 
 Work record—determines whether a work item is interruptible. You can set this flag on work 
 items in several ways. 

 ●  Set work items from the service channel as interruptible. 

 In Setup, under Omni-Channel Service Channels, select  Is Interruptible  . For 
 example, configure work in the Case service channel as interruptible and work from 
 the Voice service channel as uninterruptible. 
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 ●  Set work items from a routing configuration as interruptible. 

 In Setup, under Omni-Channel Routing Configurations, set Capacity Type for routed 
 work items. You can set this field as interruptible, uninterruptible, or inherited from 
 the service channel. 

 ●  In Apex, set the field explicitly on a Pending Service Routing record or Agent Work 
 record for a work item. 

 If you define an Omni-Channel flow that uses the Route Work action, specify a service 
 channel or routing configuration in the flow. Configure interruptibility in the service channel 
 or routing configuration. Omni-Channel can then set the Is Interruptible field on Pending 
 Service Routing records accordingly. 

 Example:  Your Tier 1 agents handle mostly high-priority  cases. When they have time, they take 
 cases with lower priorities, too. Define a queue and create a routing configuration for each 
 type of case. In each routing configuration, set Capacity Type as Not Interruptible for 
 high-priority cases and Interruptible for lower priority cases. An Omni-Channel flow can look 
 at an incoming case’s priority and route the case to the appropriate queue. Omni-Channel 
 then checks the Interruptible field on the Pending Service Routing record and routes the work 
 to an agent that meets the capacity rules. 

 3.  Configure the capacity weight that a work item consumes. 

 Sound familiar? Previously, before the interruptible capacity pilot, you also defined how 
 much capacity a work item requires. 

 Important:  When you define the size of a work item,  make sure that it’s smaller than the value 
 that’s set for the primary and interruptible capacities. Otherwise, Omni-Channel can never 
 route that work item. 
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 ●  Set the capacity weight for work items in the routing configuration. 

 In Setup, under Omni-Channel Routing Configurations, specify the work item size. 
 Define the size as work units or as a percentage of an agent’s capacity.  For example, 
 if an agent has a capacity of six work units and all cases have a capacity weight of 
 two, an agent can handle up to three cases. Alternatively, specify the work item’s 
 required capacity as a percentage. For example, a voice call consumes 100% of 
 an agent’s capacity. 

 When Omni-Channel makes routing decisions, it checks percentages of available 
 primary and interruptible capacity. If you specify work item size using work units, it 
 converts available capacities to percentages to check if the agent has availability that 
 meets the rules. 

 ●  In Apex, set the Capacity Weight or Capacity Percentage field explicitly on these 
 records. 

 ○  Pending Service Routing 
 ○  Agent Work 
 ○  Service Channel 
 ○  QueueRoutingConfig 

 Now you’re ready for Omni-Channel to make routing decisions using primary and interruptible 
 capacity! 
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 Object Changes for Interruptible Capacity 
 Here’s a summary of how Salesforce objects changed to support interruptible capacity. These 
 changes are public in API version 57.0 and later only when the feature is enabled for you. 

 Note:  Voice Call and LiveChatTranscript records are  uninterruptible and always use primary 
 capacity. 

 SOAP API Object  Summary of Change  Details 

 AgentWork  Use the new 
 IsInterruptible  field 
 to indicate whether a 
 work item is interruptible. 

 IsInterruptible 

 Type 
 boolean 

 Properties 
 Defaulted on create, Filter, Group, Sort 

 Description 
 Indicates whether a work item consumes 

 interruptible or uninterruptible capacity.  The default 
 value is  false  . Available in version  57.0 and later 
 when the Interruptible Capacity feature is enabled. 

 PendingServiceRouting  Use the new 
 IsInterruptible  field 
 to indicate whether a 
 work item is interruptible. 

 IsInterruptible 

 Type 
 boolean 

 Properties 
 Defaulted on create, Filter, Group, Sort 

 Description 
 Indicates whether a work item consumes 

 interruptible or uninterruptible capacity.  The default 
 value is  false  . Available in version  57.0 and later 
 when the Interruptible Capacity feature is enabled. 

 UserServicePresence  Use the new 
 ConfiguredInterruptC 
 apacity  field to indicate 
 the total configured 
 capacity in the user’s 
 interruptible capacity 
 pool. Use the 
 ConfiguredCapacity 
 field to indicate the total 
 configured capacity in the 
 primary capacity pool. 

 ConfiguredInterruptCapacity 

 Type 
 int 

 Properties 
 Filter, Group, Nillable, Sort 

 Description 
 The user’s total configured capacity  in the user’s 

 interruptible capacity pool.  Available in version  57.0 
 and later when the Interruptible Capacity feature is 
 enabled. 
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